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By Hans Daniels, Doyle Trading Consultants
With domestic utility demand in decline,
what’s the future of American coal?

Seaborne Thermal Coal –
The Next Bull Market
By Mark Gresswell, HDR
The market has endured a very difficult
period since mid-2012, but the reasons for
this are cyclical rather than structural and the
outlook is far brighter than many assume.

EPA’s Clean Power Plan Does Not
Deserve Judicial Respect
By William Yeatman, CEI
The Clean Power Plan represents a stark
departure from the EPA’s past practice
under the existing source performance
standards (ESPS) program.

Using Coal Futures to
Manage Uncertainty
By Peter Keavey, CME Group
Proposed environmental regulations, including
the EPA’s newly announced Clean Power Plan,
which could lead to wide-scale coal plant
retirements, are a major source of uncertainty.
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SPOTLIGHTS
Coal’s Place in the Energy and
Electricity Space
By Betsy Monseu, American Coal Council
The energy playing field continues to be tilted away
from coal. Yet coal’s leading position as a critical fuel
in the electricity marketplace continues.

Fossil Fuel Producers Must Begin
to Work Together
By Jason Hayes, American Coal Council
Fossil fuel producers all face powerful, well-funded,
and well-coordinated detractors. It’s past time for
our industries to work together to confront and
correct the anti’s destructive attacks.

The EPA’s Proposed Ground
Ozone Standard
By Ken Ditzel and Rob Fisher, FTI Consulting
On November 25, 2014, EPA proposed to strengthen
the national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS)
for primary and secondary ground-level ozone
standards to 65 to 70 ppb from the current standard
of 75 ppb set in 2008.
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E D I T O R ’ S

N O T E

We Live Privileged Lives
When the negative stories and market reports begin to weigh on my mind, I take a moment
to remember the many benefits we enjoy due to the presence of affordable, reliable energy
and rapidly improving technology. I am also buoyed by the consistent support of our member
companies and their critical role in the success of the American Coal Council.
During our Coal Market Strategies conference (August 10-12, 2015) in Park City, Utah
our Tomorrow’s Leadership Council (TLC) took part in an afternoon-long professional
development seminar. Our speaker was Sam Johnson from CONSOL Energy. Sam did an
excellent job of passing on valuable leadership experience he gained during his years serving
in the U.S. Army. We’re fortunate to have members, like Sam, who give willingly of their time
and effort to mentor up-and-coming executives in this industry.
As I was listening to Sam’s presentation, I was also reminded of the role that electricity and
technology play in improving our lives. Given the difficult conditions our industry is facing, several
members of our TLC group were unable to attend the conference. However, we still wanted to
provide a way for those members to take part in the seminar. So, we set up a streaming webcast
to broadcast Sam’s slides and voice out across the nation to those distant group members.
We used my laptop to run the webcast, which meant it was tied up during the seminar.
However, I also needed to manage the webcast to ensure the audio and slide deck we were seeing
in the seminar room were the same thing our other members were seeing around the country.
So I logged into our webcast provider’s website with my iPhone and, with my earphones
plugged in, I was able to have one ear and one eye focused on “live Sam,” and the other ear
and eye focused on “webcast Sam.” I was able to comfortably manage the webcast and watch
the live version at the same time.
Without the energy produced by our utility members; without the energy and minerals
mined by our mining members; without the ability to move energy and minerals to markets
provided by our transportation sector members; without the support of services providers to
each of those sectors; none of this amazing technology would exist.
We held this event in Utah, a state that gets 98 percent of its energy from fossil fuels
and 76 percent of its electricity from coal. That means I could not have had this experience
without the help of coal and fossil fuels.
The reality is that the men and women of the American coal industry make it possible for
all of us across this nation to do things that would have been considered science fiction only
a few decades ago. Furthermore, the volunteer efforts and continued support of the men
and women in our member companies make it possible for the ACC to act as an effective and
trusted advocate for this great industry.
The hard work of the American miner, utility and transportation worker, and those
providing services to them all, stand in stark contrast to those who strive against the progress
our industry provides. Our industry not only ensures a free flow of affordable, reliable, and
increasingly clean electricity in the face of extreme misinformation and regulatory pressure, it
also does so with a ready willingness to give of itself to mentor and train the next generation so
they can be well-prepared to continue that tradition.
In this issue of American Coal we consider the massive challenges facing our industry
and describe how our industry is evolving to meet those challenges. When I consider those
challenges, I find it helpful to remember that we are truly blessed to work with people who are
dedicated to improving the human and natural environment, and who – through their work –
provide energy and technology that was the stuff of legend only a few years ago.
Thank you and enjoy this issue of American Coal! 

Jason Hayes,
Editor-in-Chief,
American Coal
magazine and
Associate Director,
American Coal Council

Without the
energy produced
by our utility
members; without
the energy and
minerals mined
by our mining
members; without
the ability to
move energy and
minerals to markets
provided by our
transportation
sector members;
without the
support of services
providers to each of
those sectors; none
of this amazing
technology would
exist.
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN COAL COUNCIL ON
THE POPE’S ENCYCLICAL
The Pope’s encyclical on climate change offers the opportunity for the
global community to thoughtfully consider quality of life issues and
human betterment. Access to affordable energy and electricity must
be a primary objective. At least 1.3 of the 7 billion people in the world
have no electricity access at all, and more than double that number have
inadequate access to it. Basic needs of clean water, sanitation, medical
care, lighting, and warmth and cooling are impossible to meet without
electricity. Coal is a critical input for meeting those needs, fueling about
40 percent of the world’s electricity.
– coalblog.org

SUPREME COURT OVERTURNS
EPA MATS RULE
The Supreme Court dealt the EPA a substantial setback in its Monday, June
29 ruling that struck down the Mercury and Air Toxics Standard (MATS).
The 5-4 decision ruled that the EPA misinterpreted the Clean Air Act in that
they did not consider the costs of the emissions reductions mandated by
the rule.
– coalblog.org

coalblog.org

COAL CAN AND SHOULD PLAY A PIVOTAL ROLE IN
OUR ENERGY SUPPLY
I was disheartened to see Nithin Coca’s recent article make use of the
tired epithet “dirty coal” to attack an energy resource that — despite
recent market difficulties — continues to provide this country with
almost 40 percent of its electricity needs. Unfortunately the term
“dirty coal” conveniently and simplistically ignores the real-life use of
technology that makes coal increasingly clean today.
– coalblog.org

SOMETHING TO DO
Coal Trading Conference
December 7-8, 2015
Marriott Marquis, New York
Spring Coal Forum
March 8-10, 2016
Sandpearl Resort,
Clearwater, Florida

Coal Market Strategies
August 8-10, 2016
Stein Eriksen Lodge,
Park City, UT

SOMETHING TO READ
Sustainability: Higher Education’s
New Fundamentalism
By: Peter Wood and
Rachelle Peterson,
National Association of Scholars
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SOMETHING TO REMEMBER
“The goal of the sustainability movement is radical
transformation of the relation between humanity
and nature. To this end, it seeks extreme forms of
conservation of natural resources; the virtual elimination
of extraction of energy from fossil fuels; … fundamental
redistribution of the world’s wealth from richer to poorer
countries ... and a return wherever possible to subsistence
and near-subsistence standard of living. In the longer
term, they see the need for a form of enlightened
despotism in which sustainability-minded rulers would
create, impose, and enforce a new set of universal
norms.”
– Wood & Peterson, Sustainability: Higher Education’s
New Fundamentalism, National Association of Scholars,
March 2015
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P R E S I D E N T

Change and Adaptation
in the Coal Industry
One of the only entirely reliable constants in human history is change. Nothing in this world
is completely fixed. That truism is especially applicable for our industry today. Substantial
changes have occurred in the coal and gas markets over the past six to eight years, meaning
that life as our industry knew it for the past several decades is very likely gone.
Rather than coal being the silent juggernaut that provides 50 percent of America’s
energy, the new normal for our coal industry appears to be 1) direct competition with
gas in a market with limited growth, 2) a federal government that appears dedicated to
aggressively regulating our industry at every turn, 3) well-financed anti-coal groups that
spend hundreds of millions to directly impact legislation and regulation and 4) mandates
and subsidies that require renewables to take up a growing share of energy markets.
In response to these pressures, the coal mining industry is also changing. The goliath
coal companies of the 2000s are not wielding the same influence in markets. Instead, they
are adapting to increasingly variable global consumption levels, cutting production and, in
many cases, merging with other producers or shuttering operations. Stock market returns
for coal mining companies are falling, and it is clear that only the strong will survive.
The face of the electric utility market is changing as well. In competitive markets, low
gas prices create challenges for coal and nuclear units to remain viable and economical.
In regulated markets, the mandated influx of renewables is forcing vertically integrated
utilities to adapt their business models to account for distributed generation or generation
that is ”wired” into their service territories. Once again, only the strong will survive.
The face of the transportation market is changing as well. Railroads, barging companies,
ports and terminals must adapt to a new normal. In the winter of 2014, when the Arkansas
duck ponds froze, utilities were starved for coal, and railroads spent most of the year under
a cloud of federal inquiries regarding the quality of their service. Today, utilities are flush
with coal.
With stockpiles this high, utilities are able to keep their powder dry as they increasingly
look to spot markets and delay long-term contracts. Railroad earnings are likely to lag in

Rob Hardman,
ACC 2015 President and
Vice President
Coal Supply, Dynegy

As an industry,
let’s work
together to
ensure that
the continued
strength of our
industry and
that our longterm focus is
more than just
survival of the
fittest.
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the face of lower shipping volumes. Amidst these changes, the railroads and shippers are re-thinking their
long-term strategies and, again, only the strong will survive.
In each of these cases, industries that have followed a stable process for several decades are facing unique
situations. Of course, our industry has faced difficult times before. However, most industry experts agree that
things are different this time. There is little chance we will go back to 85 percent capacity factors on coal units or
10-year contracts for coal supply; the collective adaptation by our entire industry will be key to competitiveness.
Below are some questions to ponder moving forward:
• With many coal companies facing significant financial challenges, what will markets look like next year?
• Who will be able to supply reliable and affordable coal energy to our country?
• How will the grid adapt to renewable energy – its growth and ephemeral nature?
• How will utilities, regulators and the public adapt to low gas prices and/or respond when gas prices climb
again?
• How will the new capacity markets impact fuel choices? Will operational reliability and/or a need for
higher quality coals suddenly trump the recent drive for the lowest operating cost?
• How will railroads jointly satisfy the appetites of Wall Street and coal-fueled power plants?
• How will a strong U.S. dollar impact export opportunities? Will West Coast ports get permitted?
• How will the litigation against extreme regulations end, and will the U.S. begin building coal-fueled
generation again?
• How will the upcoming elections impact all of the above?
These and many other similar questions are clouding the near future of the U.S. coal industry. The industry that
emerges from the confusion will be battle-scarred, but much leaner, more flexible and more efficient. It’s going to
be a long and drawn out process. As an industry, let’s work together to ensure that the continued strength of our
industry and that our long-term focus is more than just survival of the fittest. 

46226 National Road
St. Clairsville, Ohio 43950
(740) 338-3100
info@coalsource.com
sales@coalsource.com
On April 16, 2015, we acquired a substantial
economic interest in Foresight Energy GP LLC
and Foresight Energy LP.
Our other Companies include:

“We are proud to provide high-quality,
affordable coal supplies to our electric
utility customers.”
Robert E. Murray
Chairman, President, and
Chief Executive Officer
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Coal – Evolving in
the Energy Space
I’ve just returned from our ACC Coal Market Strategies conference. The opportunity to engage
with members and other industry leaders and experts is stimulating, and gathering together
to address what lies ahead for coal is important. This gathering together is synergy in action.
The whole of us is greater than the sum of the individual parts, and that synergy is never more
needed than when industry conditions are the most challenging. “Coal – Evolving in the Energy
Space” was the theme of our conference, and it focused us on looking forward. A conference
session was included in response to the growing number of inquiries ACC is receiving from
developers and others interested in coal conversion technologies — technologies focusing
on limiting emissions and/or creating higher value products from coal through gasification
and liquefaction and other innovative processes. ACC is considering increased focus on coal
conversion through our committee structure, so please contact Jason Hayes or me if you’re
interested or know someone who may be interested.
As we look forward, changes occurring in the regulatory realm and the reality of what they
may entail are front and center for coal. Just the week before our conference, EPA announced
the final version of the Clean Power Plan, its regulatory mandate for GHG and carbon dioxide
emissions from existing power plants. A cursory review of the rule raised concerns that it would
be worse for coal than the rule EPA proposed in June 2014. Experts speaking at our conference
confirmed that. They also discussed likely legal challenges to the rule and the developing
positions of states that are now evaluating whether, and how, to comply.
EPA’s final Clean Power Plan regulation will inflict enormous costs and achieve near-zero
climate benefits. For this, our government would sacrifice our economy and burden some of our
most impoverished citizens with having to choose between using electricity, putting food on the
table, or having medicine? Although almost unfathomable, it is true.
The increased emphasis on inefficient, intermittent renewables for electricity generation
in EPA’s final Clean Power Plan only intensifies concerns about grid reliability and electricity
price volatility that have been expressed in response to EPA’s proposed carbon rule. The Energy
Information Administration projected closure of 90 gigawatts of coal capacity under EPA’s
proposal. That’s nearly one-third of the existing coal fleet, and that number is likely to rise under
the final version. With such drastic reductions, coal plants will be far less available to back up
renewables or to buffer spiking natural gas prices.
More broadly, the Obama administration continues to roll out one economy-clobbering,
job-crushing regulation after another. Think ozone NAAQs and Waters of the United States—

Betsy Monseu,
Chief Executive Officer,
American Coal Council

As we look
forward,
changes
occurring in
the regulatory
realm and
the reality of
what they may
entail are front
and center
for coal.
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sweeping regulations that would affect far more than coal and energy. No Congress would enact
such overreaching rules into law, and Congress must move to oppose them.
This regulatory tsunami will punish American families and businesses long after the current
administration departs Washington, D.C. It will push our business and manufacturing offshore to
countries that are more welcoming to industrial development — those that facilitate permitting
and provide reasonable operating and compliance standards. This administration’s actions fly in
the face of our American energy abundance. And while coal may be a primary target for the current
administration, it is not the only target. Both the administration and environmental activist groups
are turning their attention to restricting oil and gas development.
I authored a guest editorial titled “Coal’s Place in the Energy and Electricity Space” in a recent
edition of The Electricity Journal. I addressed the misguided U.S. EPA path to regulate carbon
emissions from power plants. I discussed implications of decreasing coal use and limiting fuel choice
for power generators — reduced marketplace competition, increasing electricity prices and price
volatility, and threats to grid reliability and energy and national security. I advocated support for
technology solutions and energy innovation and the need for policy parity for coal. I also addressed
climate and resilience issues. Finally, I suggested a policy path forward that appropriately recognizes
coal’s worldwide importance and proposes a more holistic approach for the United States to exhibit
meaningful global energy leadership. This guest editorial has been reprinted in this issue of American
Coal magazine. I hope you’ll provide me with feedback on it.
Someone I admire recently said, “If something is important, repeat it. Repeat it.” The American
Coal Council will continue to speak out on coal’s essential energy role, the need for policy support
for advancing and deploying coal technology, and the value and benefits of coal to the human
environment. And we will continue to speak out against unbalanced and destructive regulations that
will serve only to diminish the human environment. 
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ACC Membership
Has Benefits
ACC Welcomes its
New Members!!
The Board of Directors have reviewed
and approved the following applicants
for membership in the American Coal
Council. The Board and staff would
like to welcome these new members,
as it is only through the support of our
membership and industry that the ACC
can continue to provide educational
programs, market intelligence,
advocacy support and peer-to-peer
networking forums whereby we
advance members’ commercial and
professional development interests.
Welcome to:

American Steamship
Company
Hanson Aggregates
HDR Engineering
JENNMAR
Lakeland Electric

753494_NexGen.indd 1

Marshall Resources,
Inc.
Progress Rail
Services
Trammo Inc.
Trinity Rail

The ACC represents the coal industry
from the-hole-in- the-ground to
the plug-in-the-wall. Our more than
165 member companies include
coal suppliers, coal consumers, coal
transportation companies, coal
traders and coal support service
firms operating throughout North
America. No other association in
our industry represents as diverse a
membership base.

Why join the ACC
As a member of the ACC you’ll
benefit from premier educational
programming, broad-based, highlevel networking, energy advocacy,
policy input and enhanced industry
visibility. Along with a suite of ACC
events and publications, you’ll

also see the benefits of frequent
member communications and
business referrals. Additionally, ACC
programs, committee memberships
and activities provide opportunities
for members to advance their
professional skills, keep current
on emerging trends and industry
developments, gain experience and
make new contacts.
Follow this QR Code to learn more
about membership in the ACC. Or
contact us at American Coal Council
– 1101 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W.,
Suite 600, Washington,
D.C. 20004, info@
americancoalcouncil.org,
to request membership
information. 
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C H A M P I O N

George Duggan
Group Vice President,
Coal Marketing
PO Box 961051
Ft. Worth, TX 76131-2830
www.bnsf.com
817-967-6253

Steve Brady
VP, Fuel Chem Sales
27601 Bella Vista Pkwy.
Warrenville, IL 60555
www.ftek.com
630-845-4500

Buddy Hancock
Sales and Quality Manager,
US Minerals
P.O. Box 752
Henderson, KY 42419
www.us.sgs.com/coal
270-827-1187

Paul Warner
Senior Vice President,
Marketing
6100 Dutchmans Lane, 9th Flr.
Louisville, KY 40205
www.bowieresources.com
502-584-6022

Doug Evans
Director Coal
Marketing – Utility
5165 Campus Dr., Ste. 300
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
www.nscorp.com
610-832-1955

Brie Harding
Marketing Associate
One SNL Plz.
Charlottesville, VA 22902
www.snl.com
866-296-3743

2015 PATRON
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Brian Fuller
Director of Coal Services
600 N. 18th St.
Birmingham, AL 35203
www.southerncompany.com
202-257-6159

Doug Glass
Vice President and General
Manager – Energy
1400 Douglas St. STOP 1270
Omaha, NE. 68179-1270
www.up.com
402-544-5678

A D V O C A T E

S P O N S O R S

S P O N S O R S

Ross Allen
Vice President,
Business Development
2929 Allen Pkwy., Suite 700
Houston, TX 77019
www.argusmedia.com
713-400-7830

S P O N S O R S

Jon Lagarenne
President
9135 S. Ridgeline Blvd.
Ste. 200
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129
www.adaes.com
303-734-1727

Scott Raber
Field Marketing Manager
1800 Larimer Street
Denver, CO 80211
www.platts.com
720-264-6710

EVENTS

Spring Coal Forum

Coal Trading Conference

December 7-8, 2015
Marriott Marquis Times Square
New York City, New York
The 2015 Coal Trading Conference
is a full-day conference for industry
leaders to meet. Registrants will hear
speakers and panels discuss trends
in the marketplace, improve their
understanding of coal trading issues
and facilitate business relationships
among the different sectors of the
utility coal business.

March 8-10, 2016
Sandpearl Resort and Spa
Clearwater, Florida
The Spring Coal Forum has been one
of the highlights of the coal industry
calendar and will attract senior industry
executives from companies that produce,
supply, transport, ship, trade and
consume coal. The program features
presentations from coal suppliers, utilities,
railroads and energy traders, along
with industry-wide perspectives from
leading consultants and government
representatives.
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Coal Market Strategies

August 8-10, 2016
Stein Eriksen Resort
Park City, Utah
Meet your coal sector colleagues in
Park City, Utah and benefit from
up-to-the-minute expert insight and
analysis on energy policy, regulatory
and legislative changes, as well as
domestic and international markets.
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BOARD

TRANSPORTATION
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ELECTRIC ACTUATORS

RACO Ball & ACME Screw Electric Actuators provide
a limitless array of alternatives for any application.
The modular design allows for Straight, Right-Angle &
C-Design variations, with Thrusts from 70 lbs to 225,000
lbs, Linear Speeds from 0.5”/sec to 30”/sec and Strokes up
to 20 ft.

• Low Maintenance
• Environmentally Friendly
• Precise
& Reliable
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ACC Committee Updates
Tomorrow’s
Leadership Council

ACC Communications
Committee

The Tomorrow’s Leadership Council
(TLC) program began in 2009 as a
means of helping to bring in, vest
and advance new executive talent in
the coal industry. Since its inception,
the annual program has hosted
more than 100 executives, all of
whom have had the opportunity to
better their professional skills and
networks throughout the industry.

The ACC’s Communications
Committee provides input and
feedback on strategies and
tactics related to association
communications and advocacy,
including through ACC’s
publications, website, and social
media.

If you’re new to the industry or
are early in your coal industry
career, you’d be a perfect fit for the
ACC’s TLC program. Get involved,
and help build your industry.
Improve your knowledge, skills
and career prospects. Gain respect
and recognition from industry
colleagues.
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Coal 2.0 Alliance
The ACC’s Coal 2.0 Alliance
is focused on advancing the
development and utilization
of engineered coal fuels and
coal preparation technologies
by enhancing awareness of
the performance benefits of
treating and enhancing coal prior
to combustion, which result in
improved energy conversion
efficiency and environmental
performance.

In response to a growing number
of contacts and inquiries to ACC
regarding post-combustion and coal
conversion technologies, we are
considering the expansion of the Coal
2.0 Alliance to the Coal 3.0 Alliance
to include companies or organizations
interested in the reduction of emissions
and enhancing efficiencies associated
with the use of coal through coal
gasification, liquefaction and other
novel coal conversion technologies.
We featured a “Coal Conversion
Technologies” panel at the 2015 Coal
Market Strategies Conference and are
working to determine industry interest
in pursuing this topic further.
Additional information on ACC
committees is available on the ACC
website (www.americancoalcouncil.org)
or by contacting Betsy Monseu or Jason
Hayes at 202-756-4540 or by email at
info@americancoalcouncil.org. 
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Coal’s Place

in the
Energy and Electricity Space
By Betsy Monseu, American Coal Council

Coal is under pressure in the United
States, and not the natural kind of
pressure involved in its creation from
plant material. The pressure coal is
under today is of a distinctly unnatu-

ral kind, shaped by an increasingly
far-reaching and unbalanced regulatory agenda. The energy playing field
continues to be tilted away from coal,
a primary target of that agenda. Yet
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coal’s leading position as a critical
fuel in the electricity marketplace
continues. Though its share of that
marketplace has generally been trending down over the past several years,

coal remains the largest of any fuel
source for electric generation. The
Energy Information Administration
(EIA) forecasts coal to retain the leading position in 2015 as well as over the
longer term – including a 34 percent
share in 2040.1
For 2015, EIA estimates that coal’s
piece of the electric generation pie
will be down some 2 percent from
last year to about 36 percent.2 Part
of this decline is due to increased use
of natural gas. With natural gas prices
generally forecast to be lower this
year than in 2014, some coal-to-gasswitching within the existing generation fleet will occur.3 Also, new natural
gas generating capacity will be added
this year. Another important reason
for the decrease is the effect of environmental regulations on the electric power sector. According to EIA,
about 13 gigawatts of coal generating capacity is slated for premature
retirement this year, primarily due to
compliance with the Environmental
Protection Agency’s (EPA) Mercury
and Air Toxics (MATS) rule. 4
EIA has projected the premature
closure of a total of 60 GW of coal
capacity by 2020 (not including closures from the greenhouse gas rules
proposed by EPA in 2014). This is
about 20 percent of the entire coal
fleet. This projection includes at least
54 GW being shut down in the very
near term – by 2016. By 2018, natural
gas capacity will be greater than coal,
nuclear, and hydro combined.5
What are the impacts of continuing to diminish this abundant, accessible, economic fuel source that helps
our nation’s electricity generators
provide clean, safe, reliable, and affordable electricity?

I. Coal in Context
It’s instructive to review coal in the

context of the ‘‘Polar Vortex’’ winter of 2014. Coal plants – including
many planned to shut down for MATS
compliance beginning in 2015 – were
absolutely essential in meeting the
nation’s electricity needs. During
periods of plunging temperatures
and great stress on power demand,
the ability to operate these plants
was critical to avoiding brownouts
and blackouts. Coal plants provided
92 percent of the incremental yearover-year electricity demand experienced during the winter of 2014.6
Electricity generation from natural
gas decreased due to availability and
deliverability problems, and its diversion to fuel residential heating needs.
Additionally, coal-fueled electricity
was key to insulating many electric
customers from even higher utility
bills caused by spiking natural gas
prices during the winter. Southern
Company reported over $100 million
in fuel cost savings for its customers
for the first quarter of 2014, due to
fleet diversity and the ability to increase coal generation and decrease
gas generation.7 It was a very different matter in regions without much
coal capacity. In upstate New York,
power was shut off to 24,000 customers in June and July of 2014 because
they could not pay their bills from the
harsh winter. National Grid customers paid $203 million for electricity in
March 2013 and $316 million in March
2014.8 As the New England region has
shifted away from coal to natural gas
for electricity generation, its exposure to natural gas price volatility has
increased.
EIA reported in September 2014
that U.S. residential retail electricity prices increased 3.2 percent for
the first half of 2014 versus 2013, the
highest year-over year growth for the
first half of the year since 2009. New

England customers, with less coal
generating their electricity than customers in many other parts of the
country, incurred the greatest price
increases at 11.8 percent.9
The 2014 winter was a stark reminder of how quickly and dramatically energy and electricity markets
can change. Protecting fuel choice
and diversity for power sector generators is the key factor in maintaining a robust, competitive fuels marketplace that keeps electricity prices
affordable for consumers, enhances
grid reliability, and provides energy
security.
With EPA’s plans to promulgate final greenhouse gas rules this summer
to lower carbon dioxide from existing electric generating units under
Clean Air Act §111(d), retaining EPA’s
proposed ‘‘four building blocks’’ approach would include ramping up
natural gas generation to 70 percent
capacity factors, stabilizing the nuclear fleet, increasing renewables,
and decreasing electricity demand
through energy efficiency programs.
The contribution of the coal fleet in
achieving the state-based carbon
targets is a designated 6 percent efficiency gain, which is widely viewed
by the coal sector to be overly optimistic. Therefore, many more existing coal units, another 45–169 GW,
could be prematurely idled.10 Stranding of these assets would in many
cases also have the unfortunate side
effect of stranding large investments
in emissions control equipment already made in many of the units to
comply with earlier EPA environmental regulations.
In the Electric Power Research Institute’s (EPRI) comments on EPA’s
proposed rule, EPRI cautions about
increasing natural gas plants to a 70
percent capacity factor – not from a
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technical standpoint of individual units
operating at 70 percent, but because
there is little long-term experience
with operating at that level. EPRI noted that critical risks and impediments
(i.e., achieving a ‘‘technically feasible’’
capacity factor of 70 percent) does not
include other significant daily operating impacts on capacity factors, such as
the market price of natural gas, availability of pipeline infrastructure, and
firm pipeline capacity. The relationship
of gas capacity factors to gas prices is
another important consideration which
EPRI addressed in its comments: ‘‘Reinforcing the dependency of gas price
to capacity factor; natural gas prices
are currently forecasted to be relatively
low, history has demonstrated the price
of natural gas to be highly volatile, and
multi-year forecasts have consistently
been inaccurate. Establishing a mitigation goal based on an assumption of
persistent low natural gas prices is not
a reliable or dependable approach to
estimating capacity factors for NGCC
(natural gas combined cycle) plants
over a long period.’’11
EPRI also cautioned about reliability and resource adequacy in its
comments to EPA, and referred to
the winter of 2014: ‘‘Establishing a
dispatch-based mitigation goal that
impacts other existing generation
types without thorough consideration
of the impacts to resource adequacy
may significantly degrade reliability. For example, during the extreme
cold temperatures across most of the
Southern and Eastern United States
from Jan. 6 to 8, 2014, natural-gas
fired generating plants did not perform as expected due to both plant
outages and natural gas delivery system outages.’’12
The issues raised during EPA’s
§111(d) rulemaking process go well
beyond concerns over fuel diversity,
electric grid reliability, and resource
adequacy. They extend to compliance
costs, increasing electricity prices and
price volatility, economy-wide harm,

job loss, transmission capability, aggressive assumptions about the use
of energy efficiency, and the diminishment of energy security.

II. Energy and
National Security
With nearly one-third of the world’s
coal reserves and increasingly available
oil and gas reserves, the U.S. has an
unparalleled opportunity for energy
independence and security compared
to other nations. With EPA’s proposed
rules to reduce the use of coal and
other anticipated rules likely to diminish the use of all fossil fuels, the
U.S. would chart an equally unparalleled course of diminishing its enviable
energy position. It is imperative that
the critical importance of energy and
security be recognized. Furthermore,
that recognition must extend beyond
our borders.
Tom Donilon, National Security
Advisor to the President, observed in
April 2013:
. . . [E]nergy matters profoundly to U.S.
national security and foreign policy.
It matters because the availability
of reliable, affordable energy is
essential to our economic strength at
home, which is the foundation for our
leadership in the world. . . . Energy
shapes national interests and relations
between nations. It shapes politics,
development, and governance within
nations. And it shapes the security of
the climate and the environment. For
all these reasons and many others,
increasing global access to secure,
affordable, and ever cleaner supplies
of energy is a global public good
and a national interest of the
United States.13

III. Technology Solutions
and Innovation
The coal story as told by those in opposition to its use is that it is a fuel
of the past – dirty, harmful to the
environment, and in need of simply
staying in the ground. A great deal

of money is spent by those opposing coal to reinforce that story. The
actual coal story is quite different.
An extensive amount of innovation
in clean coal technology has been
brought to bear to reduce emissions
of the common criteria pollutants
of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides,
and particulate matter from coal
fueled power plants. Consider this:
when was the last time a concern
was raised in this country over ‘‘acid
rain,’’ or those words even uttered?
Acid rain is a thing of the past, thanks
to the application of technology.
Industry has invested about $118
billion at coal plants through 2013 to
achieve emissions reductions of approximately 90 percent for these criteria pollutants over the period since
1970.14 By 2015, more than 90 percent
of coal-fueled generation will have
installed advanced emissions controls
that also reduce mercury, acid gases,
and nonmercury metals.15
EPA’s plans also include promulgating final rules this summer for
greenhouse gas/ carbon emissions
from new electric generating units
under Clean Air Act §111(b). The
proposed rule requires all new coalfueled power plants to meet a stringent standard of 1,100 lbs. of CO2 per
megawatthour (MWh) and all new
natural gas-fired power plants to
meet a standard of either 1,000 lbs.
CO2/ MWh (for larger units) or 1,100
lbs. CO2/MWh (for smaller units).
New natural gas plants can meet
the standard with existing technology. New coal plants cannot, and the
proposed rule requires carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology
for new coal plants. CCS is an important emergent technology, but one
which is in every practical sense not
commercially viable and adequately
demonstrated at the present time.
There are no commercial-scale power
sector coal plants with operational
CCS in the United States today. The
first one in the world, SaskPower’s
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Boundary Dam project in Canada,
has just been brought online this
spring – more than a year after EPA
published its proposed §111(b) rule in
January 2014.
The National Coal Council (NCC)
released a new study in January
2015 urging the U.S. Secretary of
Energy to speed up and expand
development of CCS. Specifically, the
study recommends the Department
of Energy (DOE) develop a plan with

technology and funding incentives to
have 5–10 GW of CCS demonstration
projects in operation in the U.S.
by 2025. The NCC’s executive vice
president and COO, Janet Gellici,
noted at the report’s release that
this is the ninth report by the NCC on
carbon management technologies
since 2000, and that NCC has
‘‘consistently supported the use of
efficiency enhancements for the
existing coal fleet, the use of DOE

nterlake Steamship’s reputation is built on its proud history of growth and innovation.
Interlake keeps on top of customers’ requirements and ahead of regulatory changes by investing
in its fleet. Capital improvements emphasize technology, safety, and efficiency. Re-powering
and the installation of exhaust gas scrubbing systems allow Interlake to meet all North American
EPA air emission standards. Improvements like these assure Interlake’s customers of flexible
service and reliable cargo delivery. Interlake’s nine-vessel self-unloading fleet, with capacities
ranging from 24,800 to 68,000 gross tons, permits targeted solutions for customers’ needs.
Great Lakes transportation is our business, our only business. Let us deliver for you.

The Interlake Steamship Company
7300 Engle Road
Middleburg Heights, Ohio 44130

Phone: 440-260-6900  800-327-3855
FAX: 440-260-6945

Email: boconnor@interlake-steamship.com
Website: www.interlakesteamship.com
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industry-international partnerships
to advance technology RD&D, and
the need for financial incentives
especially for first-of-a-kind and early
mover projects.’’16
Unfortunately, DOE recently took
a step back from advancing CCS
when it announced that it would stop
funding the flagship CCS FutureGen
2.0 project in Illinois.17
Through the American Energy
Innovation Council (AEIC), six
prominent business leaders are
working to address concerns over
America’s insufficient commitment
to energy innovation, especially clean
energy innovation. They include
Norman Augustine, retired chairman
and CEO of Lockheed Martin; John
Doerr, partner at Kleiner Perkins
Caufield & Byers; Bill Gates, co-chair of
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation;
Chad Holliday, retired chairman and
CEO of DuPont; Jeff Immelt, chairman
and CEO of General Electric; and Tom
Linebarger, chairman and CEO of
Cummins.
AIEC’s February 2015 ‘‘Restoring
American Energy Innovation
Leadership: Report Card, Challenges,
and Opportunities’’ states:
Many first-of-a-kind energy resources
require substantial RD&D investments
and massive capital expenditures
to build. Because the energy sector
is dominated by longlived, capitalintensive projects, turnover is slow –
making the reward for new technologies
a longterm proposition. At the same
time, new projects carry substantial
risks of technology failure or of
regulatory change during the years
a project takes to complete. Such a
risk-reward profile will rarely attract
necessary investment from the private
sector, and therefore, many disruptive
new technologies won’t be brought
to demonstration scale. Not only is
public investment critical to move new
technologies through demonstration,
but also such investment must come
in large tranches due to the capital-

Globally, coal will be the primary fuel for electrification
for the same reasons it has supported economic growth
and prosperity in America – it’s abundant, affordable,
accessible, and reliable.

intensive nature of new energy
technologies. The large magnitude of
viable energy technology investment is
unlike most other industries.18
Further:
. . . some public innovations investments
generate breakthroughs that would fail
to materialize if left only to privatesector investment – such as nuclear
reactors and gas turbines. Other
public innovation investments speed
up activities that might otherwise
happen much more slowly if left to
the private sector alone – such as
energy-efficient building materials or
advanced vehicle technologies. Moving
these options forward in time makes an
enormous difference; for example, the
U.S. recovery from the 2009 financial
crisis would have been even more
challenging if unconventional oil and
gas technologies were 10 years behind
on the development path that federal
innovations investments accelerated.19
EPA’s carbon rules would dramatically alter the U.S. playing field away
from coal and inhibit coal technology
development. A better path would
include stakeholder collaboration in a
reasonable, sustainable approach that
works with industry rather than establishing rules that weaken it and deter
its involvement. The importance of
developing cost-effective technology
solutions cannot be overstated. Policy
parity with other ‘‘green energy’’ solutions is needed. A different perspective
of what constitutes such solutions is
also needed. Low carbon is low carbon, regardless of whether the source
is a nuclear plant, a windmill, or a coal
or natural gas plant with controls.
Refining approaches to determining
the value and benefits of policy initiatives for renewables programs and
other programs to achieve emissions

reductions is needed. For example, if
essentially the same amount of conventional generating capacity is needed to
assure electric system reliability with or
without the incorporation of intermittent resources such as wind or solar,
what’s the net benefit of adding these
intermittent resources?
From a universal perspective, a
low-carbon world cannot be realized
without lower carbon coal. Global societal objectives for electrification and
alleviation of energy poverty cannot be
achieved without coal. Cost-effective
emissions reduction technology is the
common denominator for advancing emissions control throughout the
world, for both conventional emissions
and for carbon emissions. In addition to
CCS, coal technology applications must
include the deployment of supercritical and ultrasupercritical power plant
technology for electric generation,
and these technologies have the added
benefit of reducing carbon emissions
through improved efficiency.

IV. Climate and Resilience
In comments recently submitted to
the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) in response to its ‘‘Revised
Draft Guidance for Federal Departments and Agencies Consideration of
Greenhouse Gas Emissions and the
Effects of Climate Change in NEPA
Reviews’’ (79 Fed. Reg. 77802 December 24, 2014), Peabody Energy Corporation (Peabody) assessed the CEQ’s
position in that draft guidance in comparison with the position CEQ took on
the subject 33 years ago. That assessment asserts that CEQ today makes
essentially the same case it has been
making since 1981. At that time, CEQ
warned of dire and far-reaching consequences of a projected increase in the

average global temperature of several
degrees Celsius to occur within a little
over a decade. It predicted changing
precipitation patterns causing agricultural declines, widespread food shortages, and hunger. Peabody identifies
a disconnect between actual observed
temperature data and CEQ’s 1981
warnings for both the temperature
increase and accompanying disastrous
human consequences, as the earth’s
actual temperature increase has not
reached even two-tenths of a degree
Celsius per decade and has slowed to
‘‘virtually nothing’’ over the past 15–20
years. Further, massive inflation has
not occurred, global and U.S. crop
production have increased dramatically (including exceeding population
growth), and global GDP has also increased dramatically. Peabody observes that in CEQ’s 2014 draft revised
guidance, it continues to rely on studies based on the use of the same type
of models that predicted temperature
changes that have not actually come
to pass since 1981. The earth’s global
temperature has remained essentially
flat even as global levels of carbon dioxide have increased. Thus, the models CEQ is relying on to provide policy
guidance are wrong, inaccurately
predicting temperature changes and
overestimating climate sensitivity
to carbon.20
Steven Koonin, Director of the
Center for Urban Science and Progress at New York University, wrote in
September 2014: ‘‘The idea that ‘‘Climate science is settled’’ runs through
today’s popular and policy discussions.
Unfortunately, that claim is misguided.
It has not only distorted our public and
policy debates on issues related to energy, greenhouse-gas emission and the
environment. But it has inhibited the
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scientific and policy discussions that
we need to have about our climate
future.’’21
As a follow-on to his June 2013
‘‘Climate Action Plan,’’ President
Obama issued a Presidential Memorandum in January 2014 commissioning a Quadrennial Energy Review
(QER), with the DOE to coordinate
and provide analytical support for
the QER. DOE published the first of
four installments of the QER in April
2015. It focused on infrastructure for
energy transmission, distribution, and
storage. In the QER’s Summary for
Policymakers, DOE noted ‘‘The focus
of U.S. energy policy discussions has
shifted from worries about rising oil
imports and high gasoline prices to
debates about how much and what
kinds of U.S. energy should be exported, concerns about the safety of
transporting large quantities of domestic crude oil by rail, and the overriding question of what changes in
patterns of U.S. energy supply and
demand will be needed – and how
they can be achieved – for the United
States to do its part in meeting the
global climate challenge.’’ As stated
by DOE, the President directed the
initiation of the QER ‘‘to help ensure,
in this dramatically changing energy
landscape, that Federal energy policy
is appropriately matched to the Nation’s economic, security, and climate
goals’’ and to ‘‘focus on different
components of the Nation’s energy
system – resource extraction and processing, energy transport and storage
infrastructure, electricity generation,
energy end-use. . .’’22
In the course of DOE’s outreach
to stakeholders for the QER, feedback including written comments was
provided. The comments of The Entergy Operating Companies (Entergy)
submitted to DOE offer perspective
around the issue of addressing infrastructure resiliency. Entergy’s experience with the effects of disasters in

the U.S. Gulf Coast on infrastructure
and electricity availability caused it
to gather stakeholders to develop
the first comprehensive analysis of
climate risks and adaptation economics in this region. The objective
was to help ‘‘inform economically
sensible approaches for addressing
this risk and building a resilient Gulf
Coast.’’ This ‘‘Building a Resilient
Energy Gulf Coast’’ analysis includes
the identification and ranking of the
cost effectiveness of tools available
to mitigate risk. Entergy’s QER comments acknowledge key uncertainties
involved in assessing infrastructure
vulnerabilities. These include the impact of climate change, the cost and
effectiveness of measures to adapt,
and the ability to obtain agreement
from stakeholders on measures to be
taken to address adaptation. Entergy
points to the longstanding debate
around climate change – the extent
to which it will occur, and the significance of the impacts. The assessment
concludes that regardless of any impacts from climate change, the Gulf
Coast will face increasing risks from
natural hazards (wind, storm surge)
and increasing economic damage/
losses due to continued asset growth
and land subsidence. About half of
the increase in economic damage/
losses by 2030 is not related to climate change at all, as it is driven by
economic and asset growth in the Gulf
Coast region.23
The assessment resulted in some
key ‘‘no regrets’’ options for improving Gulf Coast resiliency that have low
investment requirements, potential
for high reduction of expected losses
regardless of the impact of climate
change, and additional benefits such
as wetlands restoration.24
Entergy’s QER comments also
discussed risk associated with the
nation’s changing fuel supply mix
for electric generation. ‘‘Traditional
base load resources such as coal and
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nuclear power, which have on site fuel
storage capabilities, are challenged
by both policy and market forces. An
increased reliance on intermittent renewables and/or pipeline constrained
natural gas can present reliability
challenges in certain regions. This
was made evident during Superstorm
Sandy, when a region with high dependence on natural gas saw a massive increase in natural gas demand
for heating and spot prices soared.
In many wholesale power markets,
there is little to no pricing mechanism
that takes into account the different
values of the various fuel sources,
including on-site fuel storage, environmentally clean output, etc.’’25

V. Policy Path
It’s time to take a step back and refine our energy policy objectives and
the best, most reasonable means
to achieve them. For the benefit of
all Americans, federal energy policy
should reflect our nation’s energy
abundance – including coal. Overreaching regulatory initiatives continue to propel us in the opposite
direction, and will do so even more
dramatically if EPA’s carbon rules are
implemented. Only by retaining coal
in our generation mix and providing
for the ability to build new coal units
can fuel diversity and security, and effective and competitive fuel markets,
be assured.
Globally, coal will be the primary
fuel for electrification for the same
reasons it has supported economic
growth and prosperity in America
– it’s abundant, affordable, accessible, and reliable. U.S. CO2 emissions levels have decreased and are
expected to continue to do so, while
global emissions levels continue to
increase as emerging economies
electrify to improve health and living
standards for their citizens. A policy
path of unreasonable U.S. regulations for CO2 that reduce energy di-

versity and security, limit fuel choice
and market competition, and have
virtually no impact on either U.S. or
global carbon emissions imposes unnecessary risks and costs to American
businesses and consumers. Moreover,
such a path fails to exhibit meaningful global energy leadership. Instead,
America should seize the opportunity

to pursue a better path:
• Promote U.S. energy policy supporting fuel choice & diversity
• Collaborate globally on energy objectives, including the eradication of
energy poverty
• Advance U.S. development of costeffective coal technology – the critical path to global adoption

With this path, coal’s place in the energy and electricity space will be more
appropriately encompassed, and efforts to enhance and protect the human
environment will achieve far greater
results. 
Betsy Monseu is Chief Executive Officer of the American Coal Council (ACC).
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Fossil Fuel Producers Must Begin to

Work

Together

By Jason Hayes, American Coal Council

In February 2011, I spoke at the Fifth
Annual Energy Forum and Expo in
Grand Junction, CO. As I ran through
my presentation, I listed some of the
pressures being applied to the U.S. coal
industry. I also made sure to caution the
many members of the natural gas industry that were present to restrain their
schadenfreude over the coal industry’s
current challenges. In the best of scenarios, I warned, they would have only a
few short years before they began to experience the same destructive attacks.
I reiterated that same theme when I
spoke as part of the Clean Air Act Panel
at the 2015 Wyoming Energy Summit in
Casper, WY. After describing the growing list of pressures being placed on the
coal industry by increasingly extreme
regulatory agency actions and powerful environmental groups, I also ex-

plained how pressure being put on coal
was about much more than coal. I noted
that this pressure is about fundamentally changing the North American way
of life and similar pressure was already
now extending to other fuels.
I have been predicting for many
years that, should government regulators and members of the extreme
green industry – Sierra Club, NRDC,
Greenpeace, and others – ever feel
sufficiently comfortable in their ability
to impede the coal industry’s ability to
compete, they would turn their attention toward the people in the oil and
natural gas industry. I have warned
that, when the change in attitude occurred, natural gas would cease to be
described as a “valuable transition
fuel” and would begin to be disparaged as a danger and despoiler.
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I have also cautioned that allowing
their product to be portrayed as a “transition” was admitting defeat before they
even set foot on the field. Rather than
focusing on the many and easily recognized benefits of affordable, abundant,
reliable, domestic fossil fuel energy, by
willingly taking on the moniker “transition fuel,” gas producers were stating
that their product is only slightly less
dangerous than other options rather
than promoting gas as an essential energy resource, just like coal.
Unfortunately, my predictions are
coming true and, due to this coordinated pressure directed against all fossil fuel producers, I am increasingly
convinced that it is time for energy
producers to recognize that we are
being targeted for a slow demise. It is
time for fossil fuel producers to work

together to push back against this
overweening, moneyed, and powerful
anti-industry force we are all facing.
My concerns about natural gas being
the next target were proven at least partially correct when Sierra Club was found
to have accepted some $26 million in
“secret” donations from natural gas
producer Chesapeake Energy between
2007 and 2010.1 Sierra Club executives
had used this windfall to bankroll their
“Beyond Coal” campaign. However,
when Time Magazine broke the story of
senior Sierra Club executives castigating
fossil fuels publicly while quietly filling
the corporation’s bank accounts with
fossil dollars, current Executive Director,
Michael Brune, set about to cover over
the group’s enviro-faux pas by distancing himself from past fundraising activities and refusing future donations from
Chesapeake.2
He could afford to do so as Sierra
Club accounts were flush with $50
million in new funding from anti-coal
activist and former New York mayor
Michael Bloomberg.3 With Bloomberg’s
millions in hand, Brune and Co. established their “Beyond Natural Gas” campaign, which, almost overnight, began
to attack the former “transition fuel”
and ally as “dirty, dangerous, and run
amok.” Today the Sierra Club website
attacks natural gas producers for taking part in “‘fracking,’ a violent process that dislodges gas deposits from
shale rock formations,” a process that
Sierra Club claims “contaminates drinking water, pollutes the air, and cause(s)
earthquakes.”4
Of course they are not alone, other
green groups also attack natural gas as
exposing the world to “climate risks”
and calling it an economic “gamble”

due to its “steadily falling” prices.5
But it isn’t just the green groups
that are moving against gas now; EPA
has actively joined in. When proposed
in June 2014, EPA’s Clean Power Plan
appeared to rely heavily on natural gas
to meet its ambitious reductions of
greenhouse gases. Many thought that
this plan meant gas would escape the
pressures being place on coal, but the
final plan, released on August 3, 2015
treats gas as a transition fuel (where
have we heard that before?), providing
strong incentives for power producers
to move away from coal, toward gas in
the early years of the plan, and then
away from gas, toward renewables as
the plan settles into place.
Furthermore, only two weeks after
finalizing the Clean Power Plan, the
EPA issued a proposed new source performance standard (NSPS) regulation
to limit the emissions of methane and
other pollutants from new sources
being constructed by the oil and gas
sector. With this new plan, the EPA is
pushing to reduce methane emissions
from this sector by 40-45 percent from
2012 levels by 2025.6 This rule would
also extend regulation to some existing
sources. For example, a Van Ness Feldman review of the regulation indicates,
“the proposed revisions (to a 2012
NSPS rule covering only emissions
of VOCs) would require hydraulicallyfractured oil wells to meet the same
requirement for ‘green completions’
as currently applies to gas wells.” The
revisions of the 2012 rule would also
limit methane and VOC emissions from
“new and modified pneumatic pumps
… compressors and … controllers used
at transmission compressor stations
and storage facilities.”

EPA is also pushing for a voluntary
program, which would have oil and gas
producers track their own emissions and
make “ambitious near-term commitments to reduce emissions from their
existing facilities.” This initial step is part
of the Obama administration’s efforts
to achieve the goals established in the
President’s “Climate Action Plan.”7
Targeting the entire oil and gas sector
in his early remarks, President Obama
announced in January 2015 that that the
oil and gas sector would need to reduce
its methane emissions by 40-45 percent
from 2012 levels by 2025.8 Clearly, the
NSPS rule, issued under Section 111(b)
of the Clean Air Act to limit methane and
volatile organic compounds from new
and modified/reconstructed production equipment is only a first step. The
industry can (and should) be prepared
for more rules to be proposed in this area
as industry experts believe that Section
111(d) of the Clean Air Act would require
the EPA to follow up with a rule covering
existing sources of methane.
These latest regulations have been
proposed even though EIA data shows
domestic oil production nearly doubling
and natural gas production increasing by
about 50 percent since 2005. Over that
same period, EPA numbers indicate that
industry innovation has reduced methane emissions from this sector by 15
percent, while methane emissions from
fracked wells have decreased 79 percent. By setting the baseline for methane reductions at 2012, this new rule will
ignore the reductions from the previous
seven years.
As Christopher Guith, senior
vice president for policy at the U.S.
Chamber’s Institute for 21st Century
Energy argued, “Additional regula-
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tions on methane by EPA and other
agencies are a solution in search of a
problem, and only add to the difficult
market conditions that are already
hampering the sector.”
As the extreme green movement
continues to misrepresent and malign
coal-fueled energy, the EPA has ladled
out an impressive weight of new, unnecessary, expensive, and burden-

some regulation and red tape. This
administration’s latest regulations
aimed at the gas industry appear to be
a continuation and intensification of
their aggression toward fossil-fueled
energy. Clearly fossil fuels – not just
coal – are now the target and it is past
time that fossil fuel producers worked
together to push back against this regressive and destructive agenda. 
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The EPA’s Proposed
Ground Ozone Standard

Too much,

Too fast
By Ken Ditzel and Rob Fisher, FTI Consulting

On November 25, 2014, EPA proposed to strengthen the national
ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) for primary and secondary
ground-level ozone standards to 65 to 70 ppb from the current
standard of 75 ppb set in 2008. The 2008 standard is just now at
the beginning stages of implementation planning and far from
compliance. Many liken EPA’s proposed actions to “moving the
goalposts” before the compliance mechanisms for meeting the
2008 standard are implemented and its health benefits and economic
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costs are fully understood. Numerous scientists and economists consider the latest proposal to be too much, too fast,
or, in other words, it is simply premature.
Compounding the current proposal’s prematurity are
the increasing facts that show the proposal lacks merit
across three key areas – health science, atmospheric science,
and economic net benefits. As analysts dig through and
analyze EPA’s numbers justifying the proposed standard,
more and more arrive at the
conclusion that the proposal
is supported by emotion,
smoke, and mirrors as opposed to rigorous scientific
and economic analysis. An
analogy is an academic paper
that presents a compelling,
introductory hypothesis, but
a detailed read uncovers facts
and logic twisted to support
a convenient answer.
This article examines
some of the main issues with
EPA’s analysis of the health
science, atmospheric science,
and economic net-benefits of
its proposal and the ramifications for the power sector.

Context
Ground ozone or smog is formed by two principal precursors
– nitrogen oxides (NOx) and volatile organic compounds
(VOC) – both of which are formed by natural process (VOCs
via decomposition of organic matter and NOx via intrusion by the stratosphere) and by human or anthropogenic
activities (mainly through the combustion of fossil fuels).

Mobile sources (i.e., on-road and off-road vehicles) represent the majority of ozone precursor emissions as shown in
Figure 1. Ozone precursor emissions from on-road mobile
sources are targeted in EPA’s Tier 3 standards and not in
this proposed standard.
Figure 1: Sources of Anthropogenic
Ozone Precursors

The U.S. has significantly reduced its NOx emissions by
a combination of regulatory mandates and technology
advancement. U.S. anthropogenic NOx emissions have
decreased by 33% from 1980 to 2013 while real GDP has
increased by 142% during the same period. In just the power
sector, NOx emissions have decreased by 55% from 2004 to
2013. Infamous smogs, such as the Denver “Brown Cloud,”
are gone and almost all of the country is in attainment at
the 1997 standard of 80 ppb.
EPA estimates that compliance with the proposed rule
mostly will come from reductions made in the power generation (Electric Generating Units
– EGU), manufacturing (nonEGU point), and mining sectors
(Nonpoint) as illustrated in Figure 2. Mining includes oil and gas
production.
Figure 2: EPA’s Estimated
Reductions
Required by Sector
Source: EPA, RIA Tables ES-1 and ES-2
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Figure 2 shows that complying with the proposed 65 ppb
standard will be significantly more challenging than the
70 ppb standard. To achieve a 7% reduction from the 70
ppb standard, the 65 ppb standard requires an increase
in NOx reductions of 724%, 113%, and 76% from EGU,
Non-EGU Point, and Non-point emitters, respectively.
A 65 ppb standard would entail retrofitting the
remaining non-peaking power generators with selective catalytic reduction (SCR), impacting approximately 125 GW of coal units. This would
amount to more than $50 billion in SCR investment required.1

posed ozone standard. The county ozone data comes
from the EPA. The chart shows in common terms a
“shotgun” result (i.e., in statistical terms, almost no correlation between asthma prevalence and ozone levels).
Figure 4: County-level Asthma Prevalence Rates
vs. Ozone Levels
Source: EPA, American Lung Association

Health science issues
EPA places a lot of weight on reducing asthma
prevalence as being one of the main health
benefits of its proposal. However, trend analysis shows there is absolutely no link between
asthma prevalence and ozone levels (see Figure
3). In fact, the trend analysis suggests that decreasing ozone levels result in increasing asthma
prevalence levels!
Figure 3: Ozone Levels Decrease while
Asthma Prevalence Increases

Figure 4 goes a step further by showing the results of a
regression analysis of asthma prevalence versus county
ozone levels. The asthma prevalence data comes from
an American Lung Association methodology for extrapolating state-level asthma prevalence onto counties. The ALA is a major supporter of the EPA’s pro-

This obvious inconsistency between asthma and ozone is
completely overlooked either intentionally or unintentionally by the EPA and has infuriated lawmakers, employers,
and employees as the proposed standard could have tremendous impacts on local and state tax revenues, business
decisions, and jobs.
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Atmospheric science issues
The EPA’s proposed standard also lacks merit in its atmospheric science conclusions because the EPA glosses over
two major, external contributors to local ozone levels:
• Background ozone: naturally occurring, local ozone
levels that results from regional, weather-related events
• Foreign ozone: emissions from Asia, Canada, and
Mexico polluting U.S. skies
To the uninformed, ground ozone is considered manmade and can be eliminated completely. Ground-level
ozone, however, is a natural occurrence. The mountainous
West serves as a type of example. The region is exposed to
weather events, also called stratospheric intrusions, which
pull ozone down from the ozone layer to ground level. These
occurrences are frequent enough to cause high ozone levels
in low-populations counties with little to no industrial or
fossil-fired power generation. This is clearly the case in the
sparsely-populated Western Slope counties of Colorado
where Gunnison, La Plata, Mesa, Montezuma, and Rio
Blanco would all be in violation of the 65 ppb.2
Figure 5: Colorado Western Slope Counties in
Non-Attainment at 65 and 70 ppb

Figure 6: Impact of Foreign Air Pollutants
on the U.S.
Source: U.S. Chamber of Commerce —
www.uschamber.com/issue-brief/ozone-nationalambient-air-quality-standard

For the West Coast, industry from Asia is a
major contributor to its ozone challenges.
The impact has been well-documented by a
number of researchers. A 2014 study in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS) found the following:
“Chinese pollution contributed… …0.5–
1.5% of ozone over the western United States
in 2006. This Chinese pollution also resulted
in one extra day or more of noncompliance
with the US ozone standard… …over the Los
Angeles area and many regions in the eastern
United States.”3

The EPA does not consider the impact of foreign ozone
pollution impacting U.S. air quality even though it can play
a major role in setting background ozone levels. Figure 5
illustrates the origin of these pollutants.
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• EPA’s cost projections rely on non-existent, future
technologies to achieve emission reductions
• Assuming future technologies are invented, the EPA
ignores the law of diminishing marginal returns
EPA acknowledges its approach to estimating costs of
future, unknown technologies to be highly uncertain:
“The EPA recognizes the unknown emissions control
portion of the engineering cost estimates reflects
substantial uncertainty about the sectors and
technologies that might become available for costeffective application in the future.” (RIA, Section 7.3) and
“We do not have information on the control measures
and costs for the remaining uncontrolled NOx emissions.”
(RIA pg. 7-4)

This statement was based on 2006 data. Nine years
later China’s industry has grown significantly and the Chinese contributions to West Coast ozone are likely higher.
By the absence of discussion in its supporting documents,
EPA clearly is ignoring or unaware of Asian pollution and
other background issues.

Economic net benefits
issues

Given the uncertainty, EPA arbitrarily places a cost
cap of $14,000 per ton of NOx emissions reduced. Capping the costs of emissions reduction defies the law of
diminishing marginal returns, which dictates that as you
approach a limit (in the case of ozone it is the natural
background level), costs increase significantly to achieve
each marginal unit of reduction.
These diminishing marginal returns for ozone are best
shown by reports conducted for the American Petroleum
Institute. As shown in Figure 6, the report shows that the
true economic cost of the 65 ppb standard would be $140
billion in lost GDP. This is 833% higher than EPA’s cost estimate of $15 billion.

➤

Figure 7: Economic Costs of Compliance with the
65 ppb Standard (Billions of $’s)

Source: EPA; “Economic Impacts of a 65 ppb National Ambient Air
Quality Standard for Ozone: Executive Summary”, NERA, February 2015.

EPA estimates (non-California)
net benefits (health benefits minus costs) of $2.5 to $9.1 billion
for the 70 ppb standard and $4
to $23 billion for the 65 ppb standard. 4 There are two main criticism of EPA’s net benefit analysis:
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Concluding thoughts
The EPA has staked its reputation on the success of this
proposal. Its mission is to protect the environment through
regulations based upon rigorous scientific analysis. The EPA
also must adequately consider the economic net benefits
as the Supreme Court recently ruled on the EPA’s Mercury
and Air Toxics Standard. However, EPA misses the mark on
scientific rigor in its proposed ground ozone rule. It overlooks key evidence that shows the linkage between asthma
and ozone is non-existent, foreign pollutants significantly
impact our air quality, and natural background levels limit
how much ozone can be controlled. There are simply too
many holes in EPA’s argument. At best, the EPA may be
able to sneak by on emotion, smoke and mirrors at 70 ppb,
but at 65 ppb the likelihood of litigation contesting the
rule and the further tarnishing EPA’s credibility increases
exponentially. 
Ken Ditzel is managing director and Rob Fisher is Senior
Director at FTI Consulting (http://www.fticonsulting.com).

Endnotes:
Based on the Energy Information Administration’s
SCR cost estimate of $200/kW for a 500-699 MW coal
plant in its Annual Energy Outlook 2015 Electricity
Market Module.
2
Average is based on EPA’s determination of nonattainment, which an exceedance of the standard
based on a 3-year average of the 4th highest, 8-hour
rolling average for each year.
3
“China’s International Trade and Air Pollution in the
United States,” Jintai Lin, et. al. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, February, 2014.
4
California would be on a different compliance
timeline in the proposed EPA rule, so EPA separates
out the non-California costs and benefits.
1

EPA misses the mark on scientific rigor
in its proposed ground ozone rule.
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The Final
Clean Power Plan
EPA’s Carbon IRP Process, State
Plan Options and Implications for
2016 State Legislative Sessions
By Raymond L. Gifford, Gregory E. Sopkin and Matthew S. Larson

The Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) renovated the final Clean Power
Plan rule in August, sparking discussion of changed Building Blocks, new
emission targets, state-based and
national cap-and-trade, “just say
no,” and lots of number-crunching by
environmental and utility attorneys
ill-equipped to handle such complicated equations. Deep in the 1,500
pages of the final rule is what the final
rule means for state policymakers and
legislators in upcoming 2016 sessions.
Because even EPA concedes that this
state legislation will be necessary to
implement the final rule in many instances, the upcoming legislative sessions will be crucial for how the rule
gets treated in the states.1

Background: EPA’s national
carbon resource planning
Integrated resource planning is historically done by state utility commissions,
which oversee and ultimately approve
integrated resource plans (IRPs) submitted by regulated utilities. In wholesale
market regions, “planning” is done by
the market and demand for electricity
in the given region. In many states, the
process of resource planning involves
months of administrative litigation, including discovery and live hearings, to
craft plans suited to the utility in question and with express consideration of
costs to customers and system reliability. Environmental regulators, with a
few limited exceptions2, are not involved
in the IRP process in any material way.

Superseding the traditional authority of state utility commissions,
EPA candidly engages in a national
resource planning process to craft
the final rule and determine the “best
system of emission reduction,” the
operative legal standard under Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act.3 At a
high-level, EPA conducted an extensive review of the actions of utilities
in their specific IRP contexts and used
them to formulate a nationwide “Carbon IRP.” This Carbon IRP gives rise to
stringent emission standards for coalfueled power plants and natural gas
combined cycle units under the final
rule, and the ultimate result of EPA’s
Carbon IRP is a final rule that is far
more punitive on coal-centric states
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than the initially proposed rule. One
could write at length on the computation of the emission standards, but a
related and less visible consequence
of EPA’s approach is what it means as
a matter of state law in the near-term.

Options: State plan
permutations
At the risk of oversimplification, state
plans are due September 6, 2016, unless a state files an “initial state plan”

and a request for a two-year extension to September 6, 2018. The final
rule contemplates two types of state
plan approaches: (1) an “emissions
standard” approach and (2) a “state
measures” approach. 4 The emissions
standard approach places all of the
compliance requirements directly on
affected coal- and gas-fired sources,
which are federally enforceable by EPA
and through the citizen suit provision
of the Clean Air Act. For example, this
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requires coal-fueled power plants to
achieve a rate-based emission rate
of 1,305 lbs CO2/MWh.5 This will be
difficult, if not impossible, in many
states given the overly optimistic inputs (specifically with regard to potential renewable energy additions)
plugged into the Carbon IRP process.
The impracticality of this compliance
pathway means one of two things,
likely depending upon the political
makeup of a given state: (1) states will
not submit a state plan or (2) states
will embrace the “state measures”
approach.
The “state measures” approach
is a variation of the so-called “state
commitment approach”6 referenced
approvingly by several states in comments on the proposed rule. This approach requires the use of the massbased state goal and “would result in
the affected EGUs meeting the statewide mass-based goal by allowing a
state to rely upon state-enforceable
measures on entities other than affected EGUs, in conjunction with any
federally enforceable emission standards the state chooses to impose on
affected EGUs.”7 Accordingly, states
could employ policies and programs
(i.e., energy efficiency programs or renewable portfolio standards) without
rendering them federally enforceable.
The state measures approach is
facially attractive to meet the standards developed through the Carbon
IRP because it does away with the
federal enforcement overlay that
concerned many states in comments
on the proposed rule. Further, it allows states to structure compliance
plans in a way that transitions a portion of the compliance burden away
from its baseload generation fleet.
However, there is a catch because “‘[s]
tate measures’ refer to measures that
the state adopts and implements as a
matter of state law. Such measures are
enforceable only per state law, and are
not included in and codified as part of
the federally enforceable state plan.” 8

Accordingly, for a state to rely upon
renewable energy adoption or energy
efficiency deployment under a state
measures plan, these would need to be
codified and contain a substantive enforcement mechanism. The voluntary
standards adopted in many states to
incent renewable energy acquisitions
or encourage utilities to offer energy
efficiency programs are of no value;
it is as if these voluntary measures
do not exist for purposes of compliance through a state measures plan.
Instead, states need codified renewable portfolio standards (RPSs) or energy efficiency targets to include them
in a state measures plan. Many RPSs
are subject to retail rate impact caps,
too, such that if a utility is charging a
specific amount of annual sales (1 percent, 2 percent, etc.), then the utility is
not required to meet the percentage
requirements of the RPS. These offramps are well-established consumer
protection mechanisms but also create uncertainty as to whether the full
amount of renewable energy will be
adopted to achieve the RPS.
A related issue is fragmented jurisdiction over different types of

utilities. Environmental regulators
have jurisdiction over generation
sources such as coal-fueled power
plants, but many state utility regulators have limited jurisdiction over
municipal utilities and cooperatives.
This means that utility regulators
do not approve IRPs for municipal
utilities and cooperatives, which in
turn makes it difficult to sync up all
utilities’ emission reduction activities within a single state. The same is
true with RPSs and energy efficiency
mandates – investor-owned utilities
are subject to these requirements but
municipal utilities and cooperatives
are either exempt or under relaxed
standards. Relaxed standards can
mean diminished requirements or
lack of true enforcement, both of
which cause significant issues with
regard to a state measures approach.

Outcomes: Anticipated
issues at state legislatures
in 2016
The final rule is more than a math and
a fuel-switching exercise, contrary to
many a public affairs campaign and
reckless Twitter feed. The Clean Pow-

er Plan is coming to a state legislature
near you early in 2016 because absent
sweeping action by many state legislatures, the state measures approach
is simply off the table under the existing statutory architecture of many
states. Assuming the predicted rush
of states (among states that chose to
submit a plan) to the state measures
approach, state legislatures will be
called upon to pass significant energy
policy legislation during the upcoming session dictating increased renewable adoption, removing retail
rate caps in RPSs or implementing
enforceable energy efficiency targets to allow states to meet their
Carbon IRP goals. There could also
be strains of legislation forcing municipal utilities and cooperatives into
significantly more extensive regulatory regimes (e.g., IRP processes,
RPSs, etc.). States that lack codified
and enforceable RPSs or energy efficiency targets and choose to move
forward with a state measures plan
without new state legislation do so
at their own peril and subject to risk
of litigation or rejection of their state
plan by EPA. 

Endnotes:
Environmental Protection Agency, 40 CFR Part 60, Docket No. [EPA-HQOAR-2013-0602; FRL-XXXX-XX-OAR], Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines
for Existing Stationary Sources: Electric Generating Units, at 1047 (Aug.
3, 2015) (“Some commenters argued that the one-year period for initial
submittals and, even assuming an extension, the additional one- to two-year
period for final submittals were unreasonably short, particularly in light of the
possibility that some state legislatures might need to act to provide adequate
legal authority for these particular plans. We are not finalizing the one-year
extension for single state submittals, and we have addressed concerns
about legal authority for the initial submittals by allowing states to identify
remaining legislative action in those submittals.”) (hereinafter CPP Final Rule).
2.
See, e.g., Colo. Rev. Stat. § 40-3.2-204(2)(b) (Outlining a role for the Colorado
Department of Public Health and Environment in reviewing the impacts
of a utility’s emission reduction plan under the Clean Air-Clean Jobs Act in
Colorado).
3.
CPP Final Rule, at 323 (“A survey of integrated resource plans (IRPs), included
in the docket, shows that fossil fuel-fired EGUs are taking actions to reduce
emissions of both non-GHG air pollutants and GHGs. Some fossil fuel-fired
EGUs are investing in lower- or zero-emitting generation. In fact, our review
indicates that the great majority of fossil fuel-fired generators surveyed are
including new RE resources in their planning. In addition, some fossil fuel-fired
EGUs are using those measures to replace their higher-emitting generation.”)
1.

See, e.g., CPP Final Rule, at 32-33 (“A state will be able to choose to establish
emission standards for its affected EGUs sufficient to meet the requisite
performance rates or state goal, thus placing all of the requirements directly
on its affected EGUs, which we refer to as the ‘emission standards approach.’
Alternatively, a state can adopt a ‘state measures approach,’ which would
result in the affected EGUs meeting the statewide mass-based goal by
allowing a state to rely upon state-enforceable measures on entities other
than affected EGUs, in conjunction with any federally enforceable emission
standards the state chooses to impose on affected EGUs.”)
5.
CPP Final Rule, at 231 (“For fossil fuel-fired steam generating units, we
are finalizing a performance rate of 1,305 lb CO2/MWh. For stationary
combustion turbines, we are finalizing a performance rate of 771 lb CO2/
MWh.”)
6.
79 Fed. Reg. 34,902 (June 18, 2014) (“[U]nder the state commitment
approach, the state requirements for entities other than affected EGUs
would not be components of the state plan and therefore would not be
federally enforceable. Instead, the state plan would include an enforceable
commitment by the state itself to implement state-enforceable (but not
federally enforceable) measures that would achieve a specified portion of the
required emission performance level on behalf of affected EGUs.”)
7.
CPP Final Rule, at 33 (emphasis added).
8.
CPP Final Rule, at 880, n. 782 (emphasis added).
4.
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mal Coal Markets
By Hans Daniels, Doyle Trading Consultants

The coal industry is in decline. Total coal consumption in the
U.S. has fallen rapidly since the high point of 1,128 mm tons
was reached in 2007. Last year coal demand fell to 919 mm
tons – the lowest point since 1992.
With utility demand accounting for over 90 percent of
consumption, the steep decline is primarily due to a reduction
in coal-fueled electricity generation. Since 2007, utility coal
demand has dropped by 19 percent as inexpensive natural
gas and stricter mining and coal-burning regulations have
eroded coal’s market share. Other coal consumption sectors
have fallen as well:
• Coking coal demand was 20.4 mm tons in 2014 (down
from over 100 mm tons in the 1950s);
• Industrial coal demand was 22.9 mm tons (down from
over 120 mm tons in the 1940s); and
• Residential demand is now negligible (down from over 50
mm tons in the 1940s).
As the U.S. moves to other energy sources, the long-term role
for coal faces serious headwinds. Natural gas is the primary
culprit in coal’s recent struggles. The advent of horizontal
wells combined with hydraulic fracturing has opened up vast
shale deposits of inexpensive natural gas. Production and
productivity improvements have been made not just in a select
few regions, but in virtually all shale regions. The Marcellus re-
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Figure 1 U.S. Coal Consumption 1949 - 2014
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gion, an area located predominantly in western Pennsylvania,
eastern Ohio and northern West Virginia, has witnessed the
largest increase in production and now produces over 16 billion
cubic feet per day. Marcellus production accounts for roughly
21 percent of total U.S. natural gas production – an incredible
rise from 3 percent of total production just five years ago.

Figure 2 Total Natural Gas Production
by Region

Natural gas is not the only energy source gaining market share.
Power generation from wind has had a surprisingly large impact on coal demand. Wind’s share of U.S.
generation rose to 4.5 percent in the first
quarter of 2015. If we assume wind turbines
run at normal capacity factors of 31 percent, wind has the potential to displace as
much as 87 mm tons of coal with over 45
mm tons of that coal originating from the
Powder River Basin (PRB). PRB coal bears
the brunt of wind displacement because
the greatest wind capacity is in the West
– a region where PRB coal dominates coalfueled generation.
Further eroding the long-term prospects
for coal are 49.7 GWs of coal units that have
announced their retirement by 2025. While
the retiring capacity represents 15 percent
of the 330 GW coal fleet, they only generate
11 percent of power because the units scheduled to retire tend to be older, smaller, less efficient units that
are less likely to dispatch. In 2014, units that are set to retire by
2025 consumed 102 mm tons of coal, with roughly 43 percent
of that coal sourced from the PRB and 16 percent originating
from Western bituminous coal fields. While we expect surviving
units to pick up roughly 15 percent of the load lost by retiring
units, the bulk of replacement generation will come from natural
gas-fired combined cycle units.
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Although coal capacity is shrinking, natural gas and wind
generation capacity are poised to grow significantly. New
natural gas projects are set to increase by up to 110 GWs by
2020. There are 146 GWs of net additional renewable capacity
planned to be built between 2015 and 2020, compared to 46.3
GW of coal capacity expected to retire over the same time
frame. Not all projects will be built, but the trend of power
generation is clear: natural gas and renewables (primarily
wind) are preparing to take significant market share from coal.

Figure 3 Generating Capacity by Fuel
by NERC Region

Coal demand is tightly bound to power generation. Power
generation growth has steadily fallen over the decades. In
the 1950s, electricity demand grew at a lofty annual rate of
9.4 percent. By the 1960s, the rate declined to 7.3 percent.
The rate steadily fell as the U.S. switched from a manufacturing economy to a service economy and as energy efficiency
measures began to take hold. By the 1990s, annual electricity
growth grew at 2.2 percent

Since 2000, the annual average electricity demand growth
rate fell to only 0.7 percent. During that same time period,
U.S population growth grew at an annual average rate of 0.9
percent. This indicates that power consumption has actually decreased on a per capita basis since 2000, despite the
economy growing by 28 percent (in real dollars) over that time.
Regulations continue to stiffen and raise the cost of mining and burning coal. Despite the recent Supreme Court
ruling to block the Mercury and Air Toxics (MATS) rule and
remand the case to the lower court for further proceedings,
the regulatory environment for coal is stringent and becoming stricter. In August 2015, the EPA finalized the Clean
Power Plan (CPP), a 2000-page rule which aims to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from power plants. To meet the
ambitious goals in the CPP, the nation’s generation fuel mix
will be further weaned away from coal and toward natural
gas and renewables.
Competition from natural gas and renewables combined
with slowing power generation growth not only has eaten into
coal’s market share, but it has created an enormous supply
and demand imbalance. Excessive quantities of unneeded coal
caused utility stockpiles to burgeon and prices to plummet.
With utility coal demand expected to drop by roughly 100
mm tons this year compared to last year, utility stockpiles will
almost certainly build as already-contracted coal has nowhere
to go. Through the end of May 2015, utility stockpiles were at
175 mm tons which equates to 76 days of forward-looking burn,
above the five-year historical average of 67 days of forwardlooking burn for the same time frame.
The large gap between coal supply and demand has had a direct
impact on prices. When supply was tight in the spring of 2008,
the price for NYMEX coal was over $120/ton and PRB 8800 coal
was over $14/ton. Since then prices for NYMEX and PRB coal
have dropped by over 65 percent and 30 percent, respectively.

Figure 4 U.S. Total Coal Stocks,
Transactions and Consumption

So what does this all mean for the future of coal?
Although coal’s share of the power market has fallen significantly from over 50 percent last decade to 39 percent
in 2014 and hit a monthly low of 30 percent in April 2015,
coal will remain a vital component of the nation’s energy
infrastructure and will provide a critical hedge against rising
natural gas prices.
The bulk of the decline in coal demand has likely already
taken place, but there remains significant fallout (new bankruptcies, pending mine closures, more layoffs, etc.) from the
demand destruction that occurred over the last several years.
Significant production cuts will be needed before prices equilibrate to a sustainable level. With the decline in demand slowing, production will gradually fall in line with demand.
Supply cuts will occur at mines that are no longer profitable
as coal companies today simply do not have adequate capital
to continue producing excess coal.
Unfortunately, supply cuts have lagged far behind reduction
in demand. In the past when coal companies were flush with
cash, they could afford to keep high cost mines in production
until demand rose. For the first time in at least half a century,
however, the industry is experiencing a significant and steady
drop in demand. The old solution of waiting for demand to
catch up to excess supply does not apply in the current market
situation. As a result, supply must be proactively cut before
prices can attain sustainable levels.
Coal companies have been understandably reluctant to cut
production for the following reasons:
• The initial cost of closing the mine (e.g., reclamation costs,
equipment relocation, labor reduction, etc.) may exceed
the annual loss associated with operating the mine;
• Still-profitable legacy contracts may provide above-market
prices (although the number of these contracts is shrinking);
• Hope for a rebound in demand;
• The specific coal qualities provided by the money-losing
mine may be blended with other coals to maximize profit
(or minimize loss) to meet contract specifications; and
• The expectation that
a basin competitor
may shut mines first,
diminishing the need
for further cuts.
The reluctance to shut
mines has resulted in prolonged pain for the industry as prices slumped to
untenable levels.
Until supply is brought
into balance with demand,
prices will languish. For
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Seaborne Thermal Coal –
the Next Bull Market

By Mark Gresswell, HDR

If we were to assess the future of the global
coal sector from reading the mainstream
press, we might assume that the last mine
was about to close, and that draglines and
long walls would be museum artifacts
within a decade. Thankfully, some of us
still analyze the fundamentals of commodity markets, rather than pushing an
ideological position unconstrained by the
inconvenience of facts.
Mark Twain famously noted, “Reports
of my death have been much exaggerated.”
This very much applies to coal, particularly
the seaborne thermal market. Global coal
markets, including domestic markets in the

United States and China, have endured
a very difficult period since mid-2012.
However, the reasons for this are cyclical
rather than structural and the outlook is
far brighter than many assume. This view
leads to a rather bullish take on seaborne
thermal coal, but does not downplay the
headwinds American coal operators may
face over the next couple of years.
Let’s first understand why markets are
currently weak. There are two reasons:
1. Massive supply growth from 2010-12
resulted in a glut of coal in the market,
pushing prices down. From 2010-2012
more than 250Mt was added to the mar-
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ket, a 43 percent surge in supply. (See chart
below.) This was largely due to high prices
(above US$80) from late 2007 onwards,
which incentivized new supply. All major
exporters—Indonesia, Australia, South
Africa, Russia, Colombia and the United
States—increased volumes over this period.
This massive surge of new supply had the
obvious effect of reducing prices, which fell
from around US$140 in early 2011 to around
US$60 at present. These weaker prices, in
turn, have resulted in a sharp slowdown in
supply growth since 2013, as the market
tries to rebalance and stabilize prices. Just
as the market reached some equilibrium in

mid-2014, the second factor came into
play, namely:
2. China, the world’s largest importer
of thermal coal at the time, started to
sharply lower its imports in Q4 of 2014, in
an effort to protect a domestic coal production sector under significant stress.
This slowdown accelerated sharply in 2015.
(See charts on the previous page.)
In recent months, Chinese domestic
coal prices and thermal coal import levels
have stabilized, indicating that the domestic market has been able to balance supply
with demand, which will also support the
seaborne market.
And seaborne prices have remained
remarkably resilient in 2015, falling only
US$4 while the major importer (China)
has reduced its intake by 40 percent. This
indicates a market that is very close to the
bottom. And looking forward, the fundamentals are bullish.

Demand growth is compelling
As with many markets, Asia has emerged
in the last decade as the driver of demand
for seaborne thermal coal. In 2004, Asia
accounted for just over half the global
seaborne thermal coal market, which
was around 470Mt in total at the time.
Japan, Korea and Taiwan were the major
importers, along with Europe, which was
the largest market. (See chart below left.)
Fast-forward to 2015, and the market
in total has approximately doubled to

960Mt. However, the largest change has
been in the composition of the market
with India now the largest importer, and
China and other Asian markets emerging
as significant importers. As a total, Asia
accounts for over 75 percent of the market
and has accounted for almost all growth
over the decade. (See chart below right.)
We expect this growth to continue
for the next decade. There are some
very compelling fundamental drivers of
this growth:
1. Market size – Over 3.7 billion people
live in Asia, almost half the world’s population—Asia contains nine of the world’s
twenty most populous countries—China,
India, Indonesia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Japan, the Philippines, Vietnam and Thailand.
And many of these countries (with Japan
and China the obvious exceptions) have
high birth rates and population growth.
2. Economic growth – While countries
like Japan and Korea are in the advanced
stages of economic development with
gross domestic product (GDP) levels comparable with the world’s leading economies, large parts of Asia are still very early
on in their economic development.
3. Low electricity consumption rates
– Closely related to the point above,
outside Japan, Korea and Taiwan, the
rest of Asia has very low electricity consumption rates. For example, China’s per
capita consumption (3400kWh) is only
half of Japan’s (6800kWh), while India

(530kWh) and South East Asia (660kWh)
languish even further behind.
4. Coal is by far the cheapest source of
electricity in Asia – In Europe and North
America, gas (shale or natural) competes
strongly with coal on a fuel cost basis per
unit of electricity provided — with the
help of carbon pricing. In contrast, coal is
far cheaper than gas for producing electricity in Asia. There are relatively limited
gas reserves in Asia, and gas imports are
too expensive.
This is a compelling demand picture,
which is being backed up by investment.
India is consistently commissioning
around 20GW of new coal-fired capacity every year, while North Asia (Japan,
Korea and Taiwan) has more than 20GW
of new capacity coming online by 2020.
Flying under the radar is South East Asia,
which is scheduled to commission over
25GW of new coal-fired capacity before
2020. All of the new capacity mentioned
here for North Asia and South East Asia
will rely entirely on imports, while India’s
growth will also largely depend on seaborne thermal coal. China continues to
invest in coal-fueled capacity, albeit at a
lower rate, and its import requirements
are much more complex to assess.
Even assuming China’s imports do not
increase from 2015-20, the incremental
demand for seaborne thermal coal in Asia
over this period will be well above 200Mt,
and may even approach 300Mt.
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In summary, the world’s largest and
fastest growing region has a long way to
go in its overall economic development,
which will drive rapid electricity consumption growth powered predominantly by
coal, the most economic fuel in Asia.

Supply growth is constrained
Given this rate of growth in demand, the
question becomes, “How will supply respond?” There are six major exporters
of seaborne thermal coal that supply
more than 95 percent of exports. These
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The ability of exports to grow quickly
has been severely constrained in recent
years:
1. New investment in thermal coal mines
globally has plunged since 2011 as prices fell, and it is very difficult to find new
sources of supply being developed;
are Indonesia, Australia, Russia, Colom2. Indonesia, by far the largest supplier
bia, South Africa and the United States.
globally, is under severe pressure from
From 2004-13, these suppliers combined
high costs (as they are denominated in
to increase exports by an annual
USD), weaker demand from key maraverage of 50Mt, but since then volumes
kets, and sharply rising domestic dehave contracted.
mand for coal, which reallocates coal
previously bound for export markets.
Exports from Indonesia could fall as
much as 40Mt in 2015;
3. South Africa and Russia are infrastructure-constrained and cannot ramp up
volumes significantly.
4. The United States’ coal industry is under massive pressure, from a combination of low gas prices, and air emission
regulation being driven through the
EPA. Mine closures and corporate
bankruptcies are unfortunately becoming commonplace.
Australia and Colombia are the two
seaborne suppliers that are still increasing
volumes, as they remain competitive into
key markets (Asia for Australia, Europe
for Colombia) and are not particularly
constrained by infrastructure. However,
the growth from even these suppliers is
not even close to matching the demand
8/13/15 12:14 AM
requirements projected above.
Combining this anemic supply outlook
with the bullish demand picture, the fundamentals for seaborne thermal coal over
the next five to 10 years are very strong,
and will result in a period of sustained
price increases—otherwise known as a
bull market. You heard it here first. 
Mark Gresswell is an HDR director and
chief analyst based in Brisbane, Australia, providing economic and market
analysis to North America and global
clients. HDR specializes in engineering,
architecture, environmental, and construction services for the mining sector,
with more than 225 locations around the
world (www.hdrinc.com).
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EPA’s
Clean Power Plan
Does Not Deserve

Judicial
Respect
By William Yeatman, CEI

On Aug. 3, President Barack Obama announced his administration’s signature
global warming policy, known as the
Clean Power Plan. In the simplest of
terms, the Clean Power Plan empowers
the Environmental Protection Agency
to centrally plan the electric industry.
Don’t take my word for it! Top EPA
political appointees have been candid about how the Clean Power Plan’s
epochal purpose is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by “transitioning”
all electricity generation to a “carbon
conscious economy.”
Of course, the EPA never before
has tried to centrally plan the power
sector. According to the agency, it is
authorized to set national electricity policy by an obscure provision of

the Clean Air Act called the existing source performance standards
(ESPS) program.
By its terms, the ESPS program is
a catchall for uncommon pollutants
and stationary sources that are not a
good fit for other, more mainstream,
regulatory programs established by
the Clean Air Act. From the Congress’s
perspective, the ESPS provision was
an afterthought, as there is virtually
no legislative history attendant to the
program. Over the last four decades,
the EPA has used the ESPS sparingly
to regulate five discrete and insular
source categories: pulp mills, solid
waste landfills, and acid, fertilizer and
aluminum manufacturing. And within
these narrow industrial categories,

states were allowed to regulate individual sources on a case-by-case basis.
The Clean Power Plan represents
a stark departure from the EPA’s past
practice under the ESPS program. Instead of regulating a few industrial
categories on a source-by-source basis, the Clean Power Plan would regulate at once the entire electricity generating sector. In one fell swoop, the
rule would extend the EPA’s authority
beyond individual stationary sources
— where the agency historically drew
the line — to the electric system as a
whole, including generation, transmission, distribution, and consumption.
In order to justify the Clean Power
Plan’s unprecedentedly broad scope,
the EPA had to adopt a new and impos-
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sibly expansive interpretation of the
Clean Air Act. Indeed, the EPA’s novel
reading of the Clean Air Act gives the
agency unlimited authority to regulate.
Under the terms of the ESPS provision,
the EPA sets “standards of performance” based on the “application of
the best system of emission reduction.”
With the Clean Power Plan, the EPA for
the first time has expanded its interpretation of “system” to “encompass
virtually any ‘set of things’ that reduce
emissions.” By the agency’s frank admission, there is “virtually” no limitation
on what could be subject to regulation
under the ESPS program!
This new and far-reaching statutory construction is a far cry from
authorizing the regulation of a few
industries on a source-by-source basis, which is how the agency interpreted the ESPS provision for more
than four decades. Likely due to the
tenuousness of its statutory reading,
the EPA took the highly unusual step
of preemptively claiming so-called
“Chevron” deference from the courts
for its interpretation, even though the
rule is months away from being subject to judicial review.
Chevron deference is a famous and
oft-employed administrative law principle that federal courts should defer
to reasonable agency construction of
the statutes they are charged with administering, in reference to a seminal
1984 Supreme Court ruling, Chevron
USA Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense
Council, Inc. Whether or not the agency receives this judicial respect will in
large part determine whether the
Clean Power Plan survives the many
legal challenges it will face.

In a recent paper, I investigated the
agency’s preemptive request for deference, and I found it to be lacking. In
fact, the agency’s Clean Power Plan
contravenes every principle that undergirds the Chevron doctrine.
The Supreme Court anchored Chevron deference on the agency’s exercise of lawmaking power pursuant to
a delegation of congressional legislative authority. Regulatory agencies are
creations of Congress, and they issue
rules with the force of law only when
Congress grants them the power to do
so. The Court reasoned that a congressional delegation of power includes an
inherent authority to “fill gaps” in the
statutory scheme by resolving textual
ambiguities.
The problem for the EPA is that it
enjoys no congressional delegation of
authority to regulate the electricity
sector as a whole. Instead, Congress
in 1935 split this authority between
federal energy regulators and the
states. The bottom line is that EPA is
attempting to exercise powers that
Congress either delegated to other
federal agencies or reserved for the
states. And because the EPA lacks a
congressional delegation commensurate with the authority the agency
claims under the Clean Power Plan,
the agency does not deserve respect
from the courts.
Although a congressional delegation of authority is the sine qua non
of Chevron deference, the Supreme
Court also put forth two practical justifications.
First, the Court explained that
agencies possess expertise within their
subject matter that renders them bet-

By its terms, the ESPS program is
a catchall for uncommon pollutants
and stationary sources that are not a
good fit for other, more mainstream,
regulatory programs established by
the Clean Air Act.
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ter informed to parse imprecise terms
in their enabling statutes. EPA, however, enjoys no such advantage. No office
within the EPA has a mandate to study
electricity markets. This makes perfect
sense, insofar as Congress intended for
the EPA to be an environmental regulator, not an energy regulator. Because
the agency cannot claim expertise in
regulating the entire electricity industry as an interconnected whole, as the
Clean Power Plan and agency officials
purport to do, the EPA’s interpretation
of its authority pursuant to Clean Air
Act is not entitled to deference.
Second, the Court reasoned that executive branch agencies merit judicial
respect because they enjoy greater political accountability, by virtue of their
connection to a popularly elected President, than do unelected judges. Yet
for all intents and purposes, the Clean
Power Plan was hidden from voters,
due to President Obama’s conspicuous
silence on global warming policy during
his 2012 reelection campaign. Consider, for example, the following Associated Press headline from late October
2012: “Guns, Climate, Gays Missing in
Presidential Race.” During the second
debate, moreover, the president portrayed himself as a stauncher supporter
of fossil fuels — including coal — than
his Republican challenger. President
Obama’s utter failure to subject this
hugely consequential policy to voter
scrutiny in any meaningful way militates heavily against the EPA’s request
for Chevron deference.
The fate of the Obama administration’s marquee climate policy will
largely depend on whether federal
courts grant the EPA’s request for judicial respect. Because the Clean Power
Plan violates every principle behind
such deference, the agency’s request
should be denied. 
William Yeatman is a senior fellow at the
Competitive Enterprise Institute, a free
market think tank based in Washington,
D.C. (www.cei.org).

Using

Coal Futures
to Manage

Uncertainty
By Peter Keavey, CME Group

Risk management is more important than ever in today’s coal
market. Cheap natural gas (NYMEX Henry Hub Natural Gas futures prices remain below $3.00) is competing fiercely with coal
in the electricity bid stack. The fight to be the low-cost generator has become even more competitive in recent years, as the
efficiency of gas-fired generation has steadily improved, while
coal-fueled generation has remained relatively unchanged.1
Proposed environmental regulations, including the EPA’s newly
announced Clean Power Plan, which could lead to wide-scale
coal plant retirements, are a major source of uncertainty for
the future of the coal industry. While many threats to the coal
business are difficult to manage, price risk – arguably the biggest determinant of profitability – can be effectively hedged
using futures.

Coal market uncertainty
Historically, the majority of coal is transacted through longterm bilateral contracts. These contracts can either be priced
using floating or fixed prices. Both of these pricing mechanisms present their own risks to buyers and sellers, which
may be remedied through the use of futures.
Parties locked into a long-term floating price contract
can choose to buy or sell futures in order to offset the risk
of a move in the price of coal. For example, a coal producer
whose revenue would fall from a decline in the price of coal
would want to sell futures (take a short position), and therefore make a financial return when the price of coal falls.
Conversely, a utility whose costs would rise with a coal price
increase could hedge through buying coal futures (taking a
long position).
While parties locked into fixed-price contracts do not face
any immediate risk from a fluctuating coal price, futures
may be employed in order to maintain market exposure.
For example, a coal producer has signed a long-term coal
contract with a utility at today’s market price. However, the
coal producer is optimistic that the price of coal will rise and
would like to benefit from that increase despite the fact that
much of his future production is already sold under contract.
Therefore, he buys futures, taking a long position on the price

of coal. In summary, futures may be used to both protect a
company from market price exposure, or to expose a company to market prices.

Futures fundamentals
Futures are standardized contracts for the purchase and sale
of physical commodities for future delivery on a regulated
commodity futures exchange. A futures contract locks in the
price of a commodity for delivery, or cash settlement, at a
future date. By smoothing out the price a business pays or
receives for coal, its costs, revenues and profits will be more
predictable. The party who is the natural coal seller, the
producer, would sell futures (short position), and the party
who is the natural coal buyer, such as a power generator or
exporter would buy futures (long position).
Coal futures can either be financially settled, like the
NYMEX CSX futures and Powder River Basin futures, or
physically delivered, like the Illinois Basin Coal futures. In
physically delivered contracts, buyers of the contract who
hold the contract until termination will be obligated to receive
delivery of coal, and sellers of the contract will be obligated
to make delivery. If participants do not want to make or take
physical delivery, they may exit their positions by taking an
equal and opposite position prior to termination.

I already buy or sell coal. Why would I want
to use futures?
It’s important to note the difference between the role of
both cash and futures markets. Cash markets, near-term
transactions for physical commodities, help to get physical
commodities from producers through distribution channels
to end users, while futures markets exist to transfer price
risk from those who wish to mitigate it to those willing to
accept it.
There are numerous benefits to incorporating futures into
your business plans, but perhaps the two most important
are price discovery and risk transfer. Futures are traded in an
open and transparent marketplace which provides the market
with price discovery information. Futures allow companies
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used to either protect a company from market
price exposure, or to expose a company to
market prices.
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to lock in prices, protect against counterparty risk and bring
liquidity to the market.
Futures can help companies hedge their price risk. These
tools are designed to protect coal sellers, such as producers,
against the risk of falling prices and coal buyers, such as
utilities and exporters, against the risk of rising prices. Over
the past few years, coal prices have fallen precipitously from
2011, when Central Appalachian coal was north of $80, to
the low $40s today. Coal sellers which locked in prices during
the high-priced years were able to prolong their profits as
coal prices declined.

Another important benefit of futures is their ability to
protect companies from credit and counterparty risk. CME
Clearing is the counterparty to every trade on one of our exchanges, removing the risk that the third party counterparty
will default or not meet the agreed upon terms of a trade such
as price, quantity, quality and timing of delivery. In today’s
tumultuous coal market, the value of managing credit and
counterparty risk cannot be overstated.
Also, standardized contracts encourage liquidity in the
market. The greater the market’s liquidity, the easier it is to
buy and sell, which in turn enables prices to better reflect
supply and demand in the market.

Dealing with differences in
quality specifications
Even if the quality of your coal differs from that of a particular
coal futures contract, they can still be effective tools to help
you manage your price risk. For example, if you are a utility that
buys Illinois Basin Coal with a lower sulfur specification than
that in the futures contract, buying Illinois Basin Coal futures
allows you to lock in the price of a highly correlated product,
letting you hedge most of your price risk. The difference of
52 • American Coal | Issue 2 2015 | Americancoalcouncil.org

a physical commodity and the price of a futures contract is
called basis. In addition to quality differences, transportation
costs play into basis.

Conclusion
No matter your coal sales or procurement strategy, futures
should be considered as an option in helping you achieve your
desired level of market risk exposure. Depending on the strategy, futures may be used to either protect a company from
market price exposure, or to expose a company to market
prices. While the contract specifications of a futures contract
need not be a perfect match to the
physical characteristics of coal to
serve as a hedge, it is important that
a strong correlation exists between
the price of physical coal and the price
of futures. 
Peter Keavey is executive director, Head
of North American Energy Products,
CME Group (www.cmegroup.com/coal).
Futures trading is not suitable for all
investors, and involves the risk of loss.
Futures are a leveraged investment, and
because only a percentage of a contract’s value is required to trade,
it is possible to lose more than the amount of money deposited
for a futures position. Therefore, traders should only use funds
that they can afford to lose without affecting their lifestyles.
And only a portion of those funds should be devoted to any one
trade because they cannot expect to profit on every trade. There
is no assurance that any of the trends mentioned will continue or
forecasts will occur. Past performance is not indicative of future
results. This content is not to be construed as a recommendation
or offer to buy or sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell
any derivative or to participate in any particular trading strategy.

Endnotes:
1

In 2003, the average heat rate of a coal-fueled power plant was
10,297 Btu/KWh while the average gas-fired power plant was
9,207 Btu/Kwh. Ten years later, the heat rate of the average coal
plant had climbed slightly to 10,459 Btu/KWh, while the heat
rate of the average gas generator fell to 7,948 Btu/KWh. Lower
heat rates denote higher efficiency in converting fuel into power.
http://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/html/epa_08_01.html
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Long-term Thermal Coal Markets
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the last several years, supply has significantly exceeded demand, leading to depressed prices and huge losses for coal
companies. While bankruptcies present
a hardship for all industry participants,
the silver lining is that it will force more
mines to shut production. As bankrupt-
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cies increase, mine closures will accelerate and supply will finally begin to fall in
line with demand.
The key for the industry will be how
demand unfolds over the next two decades. If demand slowly declines, then
we are likely to see a repeat of an oversupplied market of the last decade. Pro-
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duction cuts will lag declining demand
and the result will be very low prices. If
demand remains flat (or rises slightly),
then coal prices should rise to healthy
levels as supply and demand fall into
balance.
The next significant decline in demand is not likely to occur until the Clean
Power Plan takes full effect in 2030. Initial model simulations indicate that coal
demand may fall by 100 mm tons once
the regulation is in full swing. Prior to
2030, coal’s market share should decline
at a much slower pace as renewables
and natural gas increase generating capacity. If natural gas prices rise, however,
demand for coal will increase.
Prices will likely eventually equilibrate
to the surviving upper second quartile
mining costs as the higher cost mines
disappear. With coal increasingly on the
margin, natural gas will set the ceiling
for delivered coal prices to utilities in
8/31/15 1:47 PM many regions. Annual price increases
Please
will likely correspond to mining cost inflation. Absent any exogenous market
support the
events, such as Australian floods, South
advertisers
American miner strikes or war, prices will
who have
unlikely reach the plateaus we witnessed
as recently as 2008 when demand outhelped
stripped supply. 
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Hans Daniels is Executive Vice President
of Doyle Trading Consultants (www.
doyletradingconsultants.com).
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